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Future-Proof Your Supply Chain
With A Digital Transformation

Purchase Order Management
(POM) - The Ultimate Supply Chain
Solution

Infographics:
3PLs Must Enter The Digital Age

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

THE THREE P’S OF SUPPLY CHAIN EXCELLENCE

Proactive, Predictive, Prescriptive –
The Three P’s Of Supply Chain Excellence
Proactive, predictive, and prescriptive, are

Predictive

the three fundamental traits that deliver the

The ultimate supply chain must act predictively.

ultimate optimized supply chain that can
synchronize supply with demand effectively,
as well as ensure on time, in full, delivery. Let’s
discuss each in turn.

Proactive

Future-Proof Your Supply Chain With
A Digital Transformation
It is no surprise that supply chain disruptions

Sustainable Supplier Relationships

Sustainability

get identified as one of the most common

To future proof the supply chain, strong

The interconnecting and transparent nature

and trustworthy supplier relationships are a

of the digitized world we live in, has paved

must. Data analysis enables businesses the

the way for consumers to make educated

opportunity to identify the best fit for their

decisions about what they purchase. Those

operations to ensure on time in full delivery

companies who meet with the expected

needs get met. These strong collaborations with

levels of social commitment and modern

preferred partners position businesses as a

consumers’ expectations relating to fair trade

preferred customer.

and responsible/ethical sourcing will benefit

concerns for any industry relying on the
movement of goods. Using technology such as
Gravity’s Shipment Tracker, enables shipments
to get tracked in real time and provides the
full visibility which businesses need to prepare
for disruptions well in advance. The provision
of data accurately foresees problems that can
be catastrophic and lead to missing or delayed
shipments and enables proactive actions to get

Seamless Ordering And Fulfilment

taken ahead of the event.

Integrated

This valuable data must get sourced globally
and from all stakeholders, to enable mitigation
of risk through operating a seamless supply
chain. The implementation of full visibility, in
real time, will depend solely on the utilization of
new technologies.
Minimize Risk and Future Proof your Supply
Chain. Technologies can future proof supply
chains in the following ways:
Data and Connectivity

supply

chain

networks

from competitive advantage. It is imperative
enable

seamless ordering and fulfillment processes.
The analysis of numerous data points received
from a multitude of sources capable of providing

products get procured, produced, and shipped
efficiently and this necessity requires the
implementation of best processes and tools to
manage complexities.

For this to happen, it is required to analyze big
data, such as data relating to consumer trends,
to predict changes to supply and demand
ahead of time. Prediction keeps supply chain
professionals one step ahead of the curve
and allows them to optimize for supply chain

A proactive supply chain responds instantly to

fluctuations before they even happen. A

supply chain disruptions, rather than reacts

predictive supply chain requires supply chain

to them long after they have taken place. A

management software that uses advanced

proactive supply chain gets powered by real

machine learning algorithms that are continually

time visibility of what’s happening in the supply

analyzing patterns and trends.

chain at all times. Real time visibility requires
the use of a digital supply chain management

Prescriptive

platform to instantly update supply chain

The

professionals on any potential disruptions
such as port congestion or transport strikes,
through integration with thousands of live
data sources. The result is that companies can
take mitigative action immediately to ensure
timely deliveries. Businesses relying on supply
chain management systems which operate
using manual processes will only get to learn
about disruptions long after events. This delay
in communication is principally due to manual
data entry being a time-consuming and error-

ultimate

supply

chain

will

also

act

prescriptively, which means it will prescribe to
itself, with little need for human intervention,
the most effective ways of optimization.
It is dependent upon software that uses
sophisticated artificial intelligence to optimize
and

self-correct

itself

autonomously.

A

prescriptive supply chain is commonly referred
to as ‘cognitive.’
To conclude: If your business wishes to operate
a more agile, “best-in-class” supply chain,
than that of your competitors, it must utilize

decision-making with certainty by removing

Cloud Solutions

prone process, unlike that offered by a digital or

the manual processes fraught with the risk

Powerful cloud based applications enable all

automated system.

supply chain management software to become

of human error gets enabled by leveraging

stakeholders to have the same visibility to

the technology offered through digitization of

enable streamlined processes and collaboration

For these reasons, a digital supply chain

are the “three P’s” of supply chain excellence.

supply chains.

to occur with ease. Intuitive, built-in, and real

Industry 4.0-The Fourth Industrial Revolution
A new digital paradigm enabled by the
introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT)

Data and connectivity are at the core of

which is revolutionizing the way businesses

managing highly responsive and agile supply

operate to create a more holistic and better

chains. Forbes state:“Big data is having an

connected ecosystem able to access real time

impact on organizations’ reaction time to supply

insights across processes, partners, products,

chain issues (41%), increased supply chain

and people. McKinsey’s survey, proves the

efficiency of 10% or greater (36%), and greater

transformative

integration across the supply chain (36%), in

indisputable. An incredible “96 percent, believed

their ‘Ten Ways Big Data Is Revolutionizing

Industry 4.0 will bring new business models to

Supply Chain Management’ Report.

their industries and slightly less, 90 percent, said

time analytics enable prescriptive and predictive
decisions to get made and provide unparalleled
insights into various aspects of the supply chain.
If you’d like to learn more about how Gravity
can help digitally transform your supply
chain, do get in touch!

management platform with real time visibility is
crucial to achieving the proactive supply chain.
For example, a digital platform that uses multiple
sources of information and advanced analytics
to validate data will capture 100 percent of ETA
changes to inbound vessels. However, a system
that relies heavily on manual updates will only
secure 43 percent of variations.

proactive, predictive, and prescriptive.These
Advanced software solutions like Gravity Supply
Chain can provide proactive capability already.
Predictive and prescriptive capability is currently
getting built by supply chain management
companies and is on Gravity’s product roadmap.
Gravity is prepared to take its customers on the
entire supply chain optimization journey, from
proactive, to predictive and prescriptive. If you
want to find out more, do get in touch!

potential of Industry 4.0 is

improved performance will be one of the main
benefits from these new technologies.”
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RESPONSIVE SUPPLY CHAIN

PURCHASE ORDER MANAGEMENT

Purchase Order Management (POM) The Ultimate Supply Chain Solution
It’s without a doubt that the modern supply

This

challenge

Purchase Order Management (POM), offers

chain has progressed a long way from its

getting experienced across all verticals and

users with the opportunity to embrace real time

traditionally manual processes. However, there

encompasses many factors to include:

order and vendor management, along with full

are still numerous challenges requiring address:

demand

volatility

is

a

»» An increase in demanding consumers

logistics visibility and execution.

POM Features:
»» Data Integrity - Enhanced tracking and visibility at the SKU
level, from purchase order, that makes supply chain data
accessible to everyone who needs it.

Inadequate levels of visibility remains a critical

expectations in

The POM solution is unique within the industry.

issue for those businesses yet to digitize

a fast-paced environment

It connects suppliers and logistics service

»» User Interface - An appealing, customized platform allows

providers through one platform, enabling a

prospects and customers to enjoy the experience, not worry

business-wide view of entire operations, from

about how to find what they need.

operations. The inability to have a complete
view of the critical path makes it almost
impossible to identify and mitigate risks. This
lack of communication weakens the proactive

»» Customers product customization
requirements

»» Evolving technological improvements

decision-making needed to ensure on time in

»» Global competition

full delivery to the end customer.

»» Supply fluctuations

Those businesses using multiple fragmented
systems will find collaboration with stakeholders
difficult and the sharing of data with vendors,
logistics providers, and other partners an
arduous task.
Moreover, today’s businesses are experiencing
numerous and prolific uncertainties ranging
from

unstable

economic,

social,

natural,

And the valid identification and management of
these and other volatile demands through the
investment of a full digital transformation can

purchase order to destination. These high levels
of connectivity facilitate a fully optimized supply
chain, appreciated through mitigation of risk,
and the ability to make data-driven decisions

Hawkins,

Operations

Director,

U.K.,

MapCargo discussed POM and said - “Gravity

be a significant competitive differentiator.

operates an easy to use and configure

So, what do businesses need to do to address

of the multiple systems out there welded

these and other challenges efficiently and
effectively?

technological, and political environments such

and international supply chain workflows, saving labor costs, and
allowing staff to focus on more value-added activity.

»» Product enhancement - Access to the Gravity Product

with certainty.
Mark

»» Automation - Elimination of manual data entry for domestic

Roadmap gives a full picture of what’s in development, and a
chance to vote for your priorities.

POM is unrivaled within the industry, offering
businesses numerous benefits, including:
»» Data - Improved data integrity and the reliability of that up to date
data provides real time tracking and enhanced visibility of orders
and shipments.

»» UI/UX - Businesses can enjoy an improved user experience as a
result of Gravity’s POM user interface, being more straightforward
to use than other systems. The system requires very little training
to be given, which customers claim present Gravity as a much
more appealing platform to users and partners alike.

»» Scalability - POM allows for unlimited users and unrestricted
data, so it is easy to add suppliers, distributors, and other partners
to the process and ensure they get given a custom secure view.
Gravity’s partnership with Microsoft enables Azure to provide
customers with global performance and security.

platform, consisting of the best aspects
together to provide one of the best user
interfaces and overall functionality in the
marketplace.”

as those getting experienced as a result of
tariff wars and Brexit. As businesses transition
themselves to become more demand-driven,
to meet customers’ high expectations, the
ability to handle volatile demand becomes a
fundamental requirement.

4 | Gravity Supply Chain Solutions | GravitySupplyChain.com

If you’d like to learn more about how POM can
enhance your supply chain, click the link to
arrange a free consultation with our sales team.
https://info.gravitysupplychain.com/try-gravity
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INFOGRAPHIC

3PLS MUST ENTER THE DIGITAL AGE

ETA changes to inbound vessels

Labour Costs

100% vs 43%

6% reduction

We are in an era where advanced

In one user’s case, a Gravity Supply Chain

In another case, a Gravity user significantly

technologies, such as big data, AI,

customer was able to capture 100 percent of

reduced their administrative work, resulting in

and automation, are disrupting every

ETA changes to inbound vessels, versus 43

a six percent reduction in labour costs.

industry for the better, by enhancing

percent using a previous system that relied

efficiency and productivity. It’s also

heavily on manual updates.

3PLs Must Enter The Digital Age
We are in an era where advanced technologies, such as big data, AI, and automation, are disrupting
every industry for the better, by enhancing efficiency and productivity. It’s also time for the 3PL
industry to seizethe opportunity brought about by new digital technologies.

time for the 3PL industry to seizethe
opportunity brought about by new
digital technologies.

For

instance,

by

embracing

supply

The case for 3PLs to digitise is therefore compelling. Those who don’t will lose market share
to theirmore digitally savvy competitors and risk becoming irrelevant.

chain

management software to optimise their supply
chains, 3PLs will experience many significant
business benefits:

Automation

Higher levels of visibility into the supply chain,

A reduction in operational costs due to the

improving efficiencyand on time delivery.

automation of manual processes.

6 | Gravity Supply Chain Solutions | GravitySupplyChain.com
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SPOTLIGHT

ABOUT GRAVITY SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

Unique Insights Revealed - Whale Logistics
Professional In The Spotlight.

Gravity Supply Chain Solutions
asked

Whale

Logistics

Owner

Gravity Supply Chain Solutions Limited voted one of the 10 Most

Whale Logistics Australia is Gravity’s Australian software and logistics partner. Led by Ryan

We

and

Cummings, Whale Logistics has been making waves in the Australian freight forwarding sector with

Managing Director, Ryan Cummings, to

their multi-award-winning service and impeccable display of talent in the supply chain industry.

answer 12 quick fired questions about life

The Sydney-based logistics provider has been pioneering the industry with their technology-driven,

outside of work, and what inspires him most.

Gravity Supply Chain supports companies in their journey to digitize their

innovative approach, with their services spanning from freight forwarding to 3PL and warehousing.

His insightful responses follow:

supply chains, by seamlessly connecting their global end-to-end operations,

Innovative SCM Solution Providers in 2018, is the developer of real time
supply chain management solutions.

Awarded Regional Winner as Company of the Year and Excellence in Innovation, Whale Logistics

supplier base, logistics networks, and customers on a single platform that

Australia is an innovative logistics company to watch for in 2019.

provides intelligent data management, automation, advanced analytics, and
real time visibility. Beyond supporting digitization, Gravity Supply Chains’
software allows companies to predict and plan for supply chain disruptions

1. As the company Managing Director, what
are the first three things you check about
the business when you wake up?
Ryan:
1. Check on my leadership team, to see if
they need anything from me, and find out
how they see their day.
2. Review my agenda with my EA for the
day. Check if there is anything urgent I
need to be aware off, delegate, or handle.
3. Review exception reports.
2. If you got given $5,000, how would you
look to double it in 24 hours?
Ryan: WOW! That’s a tough one. I would put a
bet on the Mighty South Sydney Rabbitohs to
win their next NRL match by 13 +.
3. Who inspires you (dead or alive), and why?
Ryan: Two people stand out. As a leader and a
person: Nelson Mandela-He experienced the
worst of humanity and rose above it, striving
to become better for his nation and its people.

5. How do you handle criticism?
Receiving

criticism

is

always

8. How would you describe your day job to
challenging,

especially when you are financially and/or
emotionally invested in what you do. I try to
deal with the situation at hand, rather than
focusing on individuals. This policy helps me
to deal with criticism in a progressive manner,
to then focus on:
�

Why am I receiving criticism?

�

What has happened for someone to

�

Gravity Supply Chains’ technology gets powered by Microsoft’s state-of-the-

boat, or plane.
9. What three words would you use to
describe your role?
Ryan: Innovator, Leader, Mentor.
10. If you could switch jobs with someone,
who would it be?

Ryan: My family. I want to be an active and
attending husband and father, so ‘switching off,’
to prevent the pressures and stresses of having
a successful business from damaging my time
with them is essential.

Ryan: The actor, Bradley Cooper, to find out why
my wife named our son after him.
11. What do you like most about your job?
Ryan: Innovating solutions for both internal uses
within our business as well for our customers.
It’s so rewarding when we elevate beyond what
is the norm or gets expected within the industry.

My staff. Having good people is the back-bone

Without

of owning a successful Logistics Business.

creativity, or incentive for improvement.

change,

there

is

no

innovation,

Ensuring that we motivate, develop, and hold on
to great people is crucial to our success.

12. What is your favorite city, and why?

love watching his videos where he talks about

Our customers. Making sure that we deliver

Ryan: Good question! I have travelled to several

his products and the importance of focusing on

on price and service to our customers; without

cities over the years, but my favourite has to

customer experience.

them, we do not have a business.

be Singapore- the central business hub for

As an innovator and entrepreneur: Steve Jobs-I

4. How do you personally define business
success? Is it money? Freedom? Influence?

Southeast Asia, which boasts excellent food,
7. What gets you out of bed in the morning?

Creative expression and innovation, or

Ryan: I have lived a fortunate life and have a

something else?

lot to be thankful for. I have incredible parents,

Ryan: It is simple. Everyone has a reason for
starting their own business. Have you achieved
what you wanted to achieve?

security and sophisticated ‘Power-BI’ analytics.

location to another location by either truck,

How can I resolve the situation and use it

6. What do you worry about, and why?

art cloud service, Azure. Allowing customers to benefit from low latency, high

Ryan: I help people move their toys from one

provide it?
to improve myself and my team?

or risks, resulting in proactive, rather than reactive, decision-making.

a child?

and good people. I’ve been fortunate enough
to experience it as a business owner and like a
local due to my wife being Singaporean.

A FLEXIBLE,
SCALABLE SOLUTION
»» Gravity understands that digital transformation of the
supply chain can be a daunting task and an enormous
project. Not all companies are ready to digitize their entire
global operations all at once
»» Gravity’s product offering is modular so customers can
pick and choose the combination of solutions which
works best for their business at that time
»» This modular approach allows organizations to digitize
the areas that will have the most impact on consumer
experience, while rolling out initiatives across the full
ecosystem in a phased approach over time

WHY WORK WITH US
»» Proven to increase operational efficiency
• One Gravity customer was able to capture 100 percent of ETA
changes to inbound vessels, versus 43 percent using a previous
system that relied heavily on manual updates.
• Another Gravity account reduced overall labor costs by six
percent.

»» Modular by design and configurable to your requirements
»» Constantly improving our product roadmap based on
market research and user feedback

a fantastic brother, a beautiful, loving, and
supportive wife, and two amazing children that
fill my life with joy and happiness.
My favorite quote is, “Begin each day as if it
were on purpose”... So, striving to be a better
Husband, Father, Son, Brother, Boss, and the

Ready for supply chain digitization?
Visit our website:
https://GravitySupplyChain.com

business owner gives me a purpose to get out
of bed.
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